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ABSTRACT

Abstract
Degradation character of the nation is still a major problem and concern in the effort to build a developed nation. A variety of
efforts can be made in developing the characters for example through the institution of formal or non-formal. Soccer school is a
non-formal institutions have the potential and position srategis to develop the character of the nation. The purpose of this
research is to know the effectiveness of character development of honest, hard work, cooperation, discipline, respect and care
about others through the model of "kid tsu chu futbol games" at the soccer school students age group 10-12 years. Model
workout "kid tsu chu futbol games ' have been successfully developed. Experimental method was chosen to test the
effectiveness of the model in contributing MY SSB students character development 10-12 year. The sample amounted to 45
students divided into three SSB SSB IE A, B, and c. the research results show that the model of exercise "kid tsu chu futbol
games" significantly influential in an attempt to pengembagan characters. The influence of model of exercise "kid tsu chu futbol
games" against the kerjakeras character, respect for others, honesty, and there was no significant difference in meaning can not
be tested the effectiveness of SSB among A, B, and c. the influence model of exercise "kid tsu chu Futbol games "against the
character of the discipline, cooperation, and care for the others, there is a significant difference in the means test can be done on
the effectiveness of its influence among the SSB A, B, and C.  Final conclusions stated that the character development discipline
using a model exercise "kid tsu chu futbol games" most effectively occur at SSB B, character of cooperation going on SSB
character B, and care about the others happened on SSB B.
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